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Introduction

During recessions, there is a fall in the average rate at which unemployed workers find jobs.
This implies an increase in unemployment duration and the share of long-term unemployed.
However, the observed rise in unemployment duration during recessions outpaces the fall in
the average finding rate. In general, if all unemployed workers find jobs at the same rate, then
the duration distribution is exponential and this understates the observed distribution, which
has a fatter tail. If this single finding rate matches the average finding rate, it understates
the share of long-term unemployed by almost a half. Cyclically, a uniform finding rate
implies only
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of the time-series standard deviation of long-term unemployment and half

the standard deviation in mean duration. Since the start of the Great Recession, the fall
in the average finding rate predicts a rate of long-term unemployment of only about 20%
while the average during this period has been nearly twice that. Instead, one must allow for
heterogeneity—some workers will take much longer to find a job than others.
In this paper, I incorporate occupations into an otherwise standard search and matching
model, à la Pissarides (2000). In it, jobs require occupation-specific skills and their productivity is affected by occupation-specific shocks. Searchers whose occupation is suffering
cyclically lower hiring face a difficult search: Jobs in their own occupation may be difficult to
get, but they will benefit from their occupation-specific skills and earn a higher wage if they
find one. But switching is not a guarantor of fast job finding either because their skills do not
perfectly transfer to another occupation and so they are a relatively expensive hire if they
reallocate. I show that the data is consistent with this mechanism: Unemployed workers
transiting across occupations experience wage losses on average and also there are sizeable
differences in the job finding rate across occupation and this dispersion is counter-cyclical. I
estimate the degree to which skills can transfer across occupations and the underlying productivity shocks that drive these changes in finding rate. I then allow the model to follow
the panel of shocks in the data and observe how it predicts unemployment duration.
As in the data, the model generates finding rates between occupations that are quite
2

variable over the time-series and counter-cyclically dispersed. I target these cyclical properties with a parametrization of the stochastic process such that occupations differ in their
cyclical sensitivity. Hence, some occupations fare better than others in a recession and so
those attached to the wrong occupation will suffer longer unemployment spells compared to
searchers skilled in other occupations. This makes the tail of the distribution of unemployment duration extend by even more than would be implied by the fall in the average finding
rate. The central question of the paper is then, quantitatively, how much does this contribute
to the rise in long-term unemployment observed during the Great Recession and recessions
generally? To put this differently, if recessions affect searchers differently, how much of the
rise of long-term unemployment can be accounted for by searchers who are worst affected
by shocks during a recession?
To answer this quantitative question, I estimate the wage loss associated with switching
occupations after a job loss. Rather than a fixed cost, I estimate the loss as a function of the
distance over skill space between the original and destination occupations. This quantifies
the motive for workers to search within their own occupation and for employers not to post
vacancies for workers from another occupation. On the other side, I measure the occupational
productivity that drives fluctuations in the hiring demand in each occupation. On top of
these factors, I ensure that I match average statistics on the gross flow of workers across
occupations by including preference shocks over occupations. The model then predicts how
much difficulty searchers will face in finding another job.
My primary results are that the model implies a long tail to unemployment duration,
increasing both the average duration and propensity to long-term unemployment over a
benchmark in which workers find jobs at a uniform rate. Over the period 1995-2013, a
uniform finding rate under-predicts the mean duration of unemployment—only 66.76% of its
value in the data—and the propensity to long-term unemployment—only 47.24% of its value
in the data. My model has the same short-term finding-rate dynamics but increases duration
of unemployment and the fraction in the tail experiencing long-term unemployment—79.86%
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of the mean duration and 69.46% of the long-term unemployment. In 2008-2010,1 when
unemployment duration and long-term unemployment rose precipitously, the model predicts
a rate of long-term unemployment that is 72.87% of the value in the data while a uniform
fall in the finding rate would predict 57.78%.
I use data on workers employment, occupation and wage histories in the Survey of Income
and Program Participation (SIPP) from 1996-2012 to estimate the fall in earnings workers
will face if they begin a job in a new occupation. To characterize the skills used by each
occupation, which will govern the magnitude of the fall, I use data from the O*NET. However,
the change in earnings is observable only if the switch actually occurs, so to deal with this
endogeneity, I take a structural approach to this estimation. I use indirect inference to
estimate the structural parameters governing wage loss as a function of the difference in
skills between the two occupations.
To estimate the process of occupation-specific shocks, I infer the shocks based on the
observed finding rate in a destination occupation. I assume that there is some productivity
shock in each occupation and this would imply some process for their probability of matching,
and to fit the observed matching rates in each occupation I choose a sequence of productivity
shocks. I use this tactic for two main reasons. First, occupation-specific productivity is not
directly observable because the output of an occupation is not directly measured. Second,
even if we could observe output per unit of labor, as with the aggregate statistics, it is well
known that these fluctuations do not move the finding rate sufficiently to match the data (see
Shimer (2005)). I use finding rate data to solve for the joint process for exogenous shocks to
occupational productivity. The specification of these shocks allows aggregate fluctuations to
which occupations differ in their exposure.
An important factor to consider for realistic long-term unemployment is that the cross1

Throughout, I will present statistics from the period from 2008-2010 to describe the experience of the
Great Recession, though I will also present the actual time-series. The reason is that unemployment duration
lags the cycle. A large increase in separations reduces unemployment duration greatly and, by definition,
it takes time for these workers to become long-term unemployed. One could reasonably extend the window
even further than 2010, but my choice is meant to keep a window mostly coincident with the NBER definition
of the Great Recession.
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sectional standard deviation of duration is significant and counter-cyclical. The model gets
partly there: In the data the correlation between average duration and the standard deviation across occupations is 0.86. In the model, the correlation is 0.94, though it understates
the amount of cross-sectional standard deviation is lower in the model than the data, only
77.6% of it. On the other hand, any model with a single rate generates no dispersion. Dispersion is countercyclical because occupations’ productivity differs in cyclical sensitivity and
adjustments costs are asymmetric. In other words, the dispersion in productivity increases
symmetrically in high and low ebbs of the cycle but adding labor is slower than shedding it.
Beyond the baseline scenario, I can use the model to analyze policy changes to the duration of unemployment benefits. In the baseline, unemployment benefits are extended from
6 to 24 months, as happened in the Great Recession. While this probably had risk-sharing
motives, within the model it also adversely affects unemployment duration and the overall
finding rate. Within the model’s structure, I can undo these extensions and see how much
less unemployment duration would have risen. I find that without the extensions, unemployment duration in this period would be 0.31 months lower and long-term unemployment
would be 2.29 percentage points lower.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2 I review related literature and
then discuss some motivating data on unemployment duration in Section 3. In Sections 4
and 5 I describe the model and my quantitative strategy, respectively. A discussion of its
business cycle properties follows in Section 6. I test it with data from the Great Recession
in Section 6.3 and then conclude in Section 7.

2

Related Literature

To understand the underlying shocks that compose a recession, I borrow from a long literature on countercyclical risk. Lilien (1982) and Abraham and Katz (1986) present competing
views for why the dispersion of employment growth across sectors should widen in a reces-
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sion. Whereas Lilien (1982) and many others since have speculated that the variance of
idiosyncratic shocks is itself stochastic and countercyclical, Abraham and Katz (1986) and
followers attribute countercyclical dispersion to differences in the cyclical sensitivity. This
paper takes a specification that most closely follows Abraham and Katz (1986) but also incorporates some stochastic dispersion components via a process of unobservable factors. The
heterogeneity in cyclical sensitivity in my model means that productivity dispersion responds
symmetrically to expansion and recessions. However, the dispersion across occupations in
labor variables—employment growth, unemployment rate, and unemployment duration—is
counter cyclical due to asymmetries coming from the structure of the model.
To understand the Great Recession, several studies have addressed the degree to which
the shock was uneven across sectors. Hobijn (2012) posits that the composition of new
job postings across occupation and industry has significantly slowed the number of successful new matches in the recession and recovery. Underlying that analysis on job postings,
Mehrotra and Sergeyev (2012) use factor analysis to isolate shocks that differentially affect
certain sectors. Sahin et al. (2012) connect differences in the unemployment rate across
sectors to differences in vacancy postings across sectors. They create a working definition
of “mismatch” as the suboptimal allocation of workers relative to observed vacancies across
sectors and then measure its affect on unemployment. In a more structural approach, Pilossoph (2014) studies the degree to which variance shocks can increase unemployment in a
frictional labor market. Both Sahin et al. (2012) and Pilossoph (2014) show the difficulty in
explaining the rise in unemployment during the Great Recession and provide context for the
exercise herein, which does not try to explain aggregate unemployment, but instead looks at
the dispersion in its effects.
My model builds on the structure of Lucas and Prescott (1974), who introduce this
basic trade-off faced by agents in my model: an unemployed worker must choose whether
to stay or go. I extend the model like Alvarez and Shimer (2011) and Carrillo-Tudela and
Visschers (2014) citeLucasPrescott1974 to include within-islands unemployment. The latter
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is the closest work to my own. In both, workers may be unemployed because they are
misallocated across islands or because of search frictions that exist on all islands. In both
this paper and Carrillo-Tudela and Visschers (2014), workers develop specific human capital
that affects their probability to search elsewhere and both have non-trivial distributions
of finding rates that are lower among longer unemployed workers. Compared to CarrilloTudela and Visschers (2014), the nature of shocks and the market structure is quite different.
I include occupation-specific shocks, and search islands are segmented by occupation and
prior occupation, whereas their islands are more diverse, labelled by human-capital and
match quality, and idiosyncratic shocks are to match quality. I also model endogenous
separations differently, closer to den Haan et al. (2000). And whereas unemployed workers
search directionally in my model, theirs may stay or sample the distribution. Finally, the
dynamics of the islands in my model is quite different from theirs. In mine, an island’s labor
market is always open because there is always positive probability someone will apply there,
whereas their islands can shut down, which contributes significantly to unemployment in
their model.
In my model, unemployment duration and finding rate are negatively-correlated because
of composition effects. Workers enter unemployment with characteristics that lower their
matching probability and, definitionally, are a larger fraction of the long-term unemployed
than the rest of the unemployed workers. Clark and Summers (1979), Machin and Manning (1999) and Elsby et al. (2008) show this relationship in the US and Europe in both
expansions and recessions. According to this literature, the correlation is remarkably robust,
but its cause is more difficult to discern. Heckman (1991) describe the econometric task of
identifying duration dependence, when an individual’s finding rate falls because of the duration of his unemployment spell, or composition. Heckman and Singer (1984) and Heckman
(1991) describe the conditions to separately identify the forces. Starkly, my model is going
to abstract from duration dependence and will study only the composition effect generated
by the mechanism. This is similar to the mechanisms in Hornstein (2012) or Ljungqvist
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and Sargent (1998), where unobservable characteristics or human capital obsolescence make
some searchers less effective.
The empirical side of this study borrows from a literature on earnings dynamics and occupational choice. The focus on occupation-specific human capital is, in large part, justified
by work such as Kambourov and Manovskii (2009), which emphasizes its importance in wage
determination. The occupation choice process bears a strong resemblance to the conditional
logit model estimated by Boskin (1974). Finally, Altonji et al. (2013) also use indirect inference to estimate earnings in a richer environment but with some of the same complications.
They consider a model of wage determination with the discrete choice to switch jobs. To
smooth over this discrete choice, they use a logit-like model, a feature already present in the
structure of my model.

3

Descriptive Data on Unemployment Duration

In this section, I will present several features of the data on unemployment duration which
the model will then attempt to recover or which should provide insight into its mechanisms.
First, I present data on the evolution of unemployment duration. These are not targeted
statistics, but I will assess the model’s success as it can reproduce them. Then, I will describe
the variation in finding rate and duration that is tied to prior occupation and how this is
not entirely sufficient without a model to infer the direction workers chose to search.
In the Great Recession, the rate of long-term unemployment and unemployment duration
increased exceptionally, as shown in Figures 1 and 2.2 Notably, this rise went beyond that
expected by a uniform fall in the job finding rate, which we plot along-side the observed
time series. If all workers find a job at the same rate, the implied unemployment duration
2

To define unemployment duration actually requires some nuance. The BLS defines unemployment duration as the average time unemployed of the current pool of unemployed people instead of the expected time
before a match of a currently unemployed person. Throughout this paper, we keep to this definition, to be
consistent with our treatment of the data and model. This definition however, conflates slow finding rate
with the inflow rate of unemployed. If there are many newly unemployed people, this will tend to reduce
duration by this measure.
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is always lower than the true duration because some workers have exceptionally low finding
rates which implies long durations and pulls up the average.
To construct these figures and our model targets, I build a sample using individuallylinked data from the CPS in the period 1994-2013.3 Workers who are unemployed but do not
report an unemployment duration are dropped as are those who do not report an occupation
or cannot be consistently linked (see Flood et al. (2015)). I correct for time aggregation using
the method of Elsby et al. (2009), similar to Shimer (2012), and use the finding rate for a
monthly interval.4 To compute duration in the case with a single finding rate, the population
with 0 months is computed using the aggregation-corrected separation rate. Then each
period, t, the unemployed population with duration d is ud,t = (1 − Ft−1 )ud−1,t−1 , where Ft
is the monthly job finding rate in period t. After aggregating observations, all of the series
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are seasonally adjusted by taking out the multiplicative monthly factors.

6
4
2

Duration
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Uniform finding−implied mean duration
Measured mean duration

1995m1

2000m1

2005m1

2010m1

2015m1

Date
Figure 1: Mean Unemployment Duration, the mean duration of unemployment within the
pool of unemployed and that which is implied by a uniform finding rate.
3

For many of the figures, to construct the unemployment pool’s duration we will need a several observations, so we will often start series from 1995 instead of 1994.
4
In both Elsby et al. (2009) and Shimer (2012) the authors correct for survey design differences before
and after 1994. Because my sample begins after the redesign, I do not follow any of these steps.
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Figure 2: Long-term Unemployment, the fraction of unemployed whose duration is ≥ 6 mo.
and that which is implied by a uniform finding rate.
What we are observing in the gap between the statics on unemployment duration and
those generated by statistics on job finding is a result of the long-tail of unemployment
duration. This is a well-known phenomenon, that the distribution of unemployment duration
has a longer tail than the exponential that would be implied by a uniform finding rate. Hence,
the average and fraction at long durations are higher than we would observe with a uniform
finding rate.
This is statistically and conceptually closely related to duration dependence, in which
workers at longer unemployment durations have a lower observed probability of transitioning
into employment and this pushes more workers into long unemployment durations, lengthening the distribution’s tail (see Clark and Summers (1979), Machin and Manning (1999)
or Elsby et al. (2008) for empirical support). Thus, when we look for factors that will skew
upwards the distribution of unemployment duration, we should also be looking for how it
affects the relationship between finding rate and unemployment duration.
In Figure 3 I plot the change in the monthly finding rate at various unemployment
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durations in my data sample which shows that indeed the rate is declining. I will use this as
a consistency check later with results from the model. The literature on duration dependence
cites two potential sources of this slope: composition or treatment. The composition effect
is that if different types of workers find jobs at different rates, then their composition will
change with duration and gradually shift to more slow job finders. The treatment effect is
that being unemployed for longer reduces the worker’s ability to find a job. In this paper,
duration dependence is exclusively due to composition, though only some of the differences

.2

.4

.6

.8

Average 1995−2013, excluding 2008−2010
2008−2010

0

Relative Finding Rate

1

are observable, as we will explain below.

0

3

6

9

12

Unemployment Duration, months
Figure 3: The job finding rate normalized to the average rate at zero months duration.

3.1

Heterogeneity Across Occupations

This paper will link the apparent heterogeneity in finding rates to differences in prior occupation. Once I introduce the structual model, we will see why simple statistical models that
condition on past occupation are insufficient, but this section is meant to introduce some of
the ideas. I will focus especially on the way that this heterogeneity interacts with business
11

cycles. While other studies, e.g. Hornstein (2012), attribute differences in finding rate to
inherent and unobservable heterogeneity, the connection that I make to prior occupation has
several advantages. Most importantly, my tactic imposes additional structural by measuring the observably different incentives that guide agents’ choices. If observed dispersion in
finding rate is due to attachment to one’s prior occupation, then this heterogeneity cannot
be summarized by some arbitrary factors that are assumed to be policy neutral. Moreover,
unemployment duration evolves quite differently in different cycles. With a more structural
interpretation, we can understand what conditions affect this. In particular, I highlight how
duration will increase if occupation-specific skills become more important or there is more
mismatch between highly productive occupations and the skills of the unemployed.
Why is prior occupation a good dimension on which to separate people? A good deal of
scholarship has been devoted to the importance of occupation-specific experience and skills.
Kambourov and Manovskii (2009) very influentially highlights the returns to occupational
tenure as being larger than other forms of tenure, such as employer or industry tenure. In
their baseline, they attribute to occupational tenure a 5-year return between 12-20%, results
which were amended by Sullivan (2010) but which reconfirmed the overall importance of
occupation specific skills. If specific skills are important for wage growth, then potentially
they are also important to a worker’s experience in unemployment.
Job finding rates and duration are observably different depending on one’s prior occupation. From here on, I use the two-digit standard occupational classification (SOC) definition
of occupations and make these consistent using the cross-walks provided by Flood et al.
(2015). The list of occupations is given in Appendix A.5 As can be seen in Figures 4 and 5,
the exit from unemployment differs substantially and counter-cyclically across occupations.
In Figure 4 I show the dispersion in finding rate across occupations. I present this in logs
because, as suggested by Elsby et al. (2009), percentage fluctuations are actually more informative than levels about their impact on labor flows. In Figure 5 I plot the differences in
5

I combined several occupations when there fewer than 1% of the sample. These are 45 combined with
47, 17 combined with 19 and 15, and 21 combined with 23.
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unemployment duration across occupations.6 Again this dispersion is countercyclical.

2010m1

2015m1

Date
Figure 4: The variation in finding rate across occupations
How much of the tail in unemployment duration can be explained purely by occupationlevel heterogeneity? Figure 6 takes the mean finding rate within a given occupation and
then computes the implied unemployment duration. Notice that it is indeed higher than if
there were a uniform finding rate, but only barely. In this exercise, we have taken occupations as fixed entities, with the same workers leaving and entering employment. Because
these occupations have different flow rates, some longer than others, it does introduce some
heterogeneity in the finding rate and hence a tail to unemployment duration that is longer
than the exponential implied a uniform finding rate. However, the effect is fairly small, and
duration only rises moderately. With occupation-specific finding rates, the average duration
is 3.32 months instead of 3.18 months with a perfectly equal finding rate across occupations.
Both are significantly lower than the time-series average of 4.78 months in our sample of the
data.
6

For occupation j, this is the number of unemployed whose prior occupation was j divided by those
working in j and unemployed that last worked in j.
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Figure 5: The variation in unemployment duration across occupations
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Figure 6: The average duration implied by differences in finding rate at the occupation level.
Taking the mean finding rate within an occupation misses much of the heterogeneity. But,
it still incorporates the downward slope because some occupations have, on average, slower
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finding rates. In this exercise we are, however, ignoring the endogenous reallocation across
occupations that also may occur among unemployed workers. On average, about half of
unemployed workers will match in another occupation. A worker who switches occupations,
however, does not simply find a job at the rate of this other occupation, instead they generally
have longer unemployment durations (see e.g. Pilossoph (2014) and Carrillo-Tudela and
Visschers (2014)).
There is evidently additional heterogeneity among searchers that leads some to find a
job in their same occupations and others to switch. Those who switch lose their occupationspecific human capital, and potentially face an entirely different finding rate compared to
others who originate in the same occupation. Moreover, switchers do not necessarily go to
the occupation with the highest finding rate, depending on a number of factors. In what
follows, the model will try to incorporate this additional heterogeneity and the ability to
switch occupations.

4

The Model

I will present a model of directed search, where the search markets are occupations. Occupations experience productivity shocks and moving across occupations incurs a cost. The
model is designed such that parameters can be calibrated and so that the costs of moving
across occupations and the process for occupation-specific shocks can both be tied directly
to data.

4.1

Technology and Preferences

Time is discrete. Production is split into J “occupations,” and workers have skills suited
for various occupations. New workers coming from occupation ℓ provide ωℓd in destination
occupation d. Here ωℓℓ = 1 and ωℓd will be determined by the data, potentially greater than
or less than 1. Labor in an occupation is aggregated linearly in each type. So if xℓd is the
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measure of workers working in d who last worked in ℓ then the productive labor force of d is
P
L′d = Jℓ=0 ωℓd x′ℓd . Note that production is done by the labor force at the end of the period

after all transitions have completed; hence, it uses L′d rather than Ld that came into the
period.
Buffeting these occupations are idiosyncratic shocks zd , which are affected by the average
level of productivity, Z, and a set of factors ft that are unobservable but help determine
comovements. Aggregate productivity follows a simple AR(1) process and the vector of
factors follows a VAR. Productivity shocks are described by the system

Zt = ρZ Zt−1 + ǫt

(1)

zd,t = λf,d ft + λZ,d Zt + ρz zd,t−1 + (1 − ρz ) + ζd,t
ft = Γft−1 + ηt

(2)
(3)

For future notation, it will be helpful to define Z as the state of the joint Z, f , {zd } process.
The dispersion in coefficients λZ,d model differences in cyclical sensitivity, while the factors ft
and loadings λf,d allow for comovements among some occupations beyond their relationship
through the aggregate cycle. The form is meant to be parsimonious because there are J
occupations and so an estimate for E[ζζ ′ ] is infeasible.
Several additional shocks govern the effects of worker transitions. Workers become experienced at rate τ , meaning they provide productivity ωdd = 1. If experienced workers
separate, they can keep that experience if they match with the same occupation. Those who
are separated while inexperienced become unattached to any occupation, and upon matching
with occupation d will provide ω0d .
To model endogenous separations, workers who enter the period with a job draw disutility from work ξi ∼ H which, if it is large enough, will provoke a separation. The
separation policy will have a cutoff property, so for each (ℓ, d) type there will exist a ξ¯ such
¯ These
that for ξ < ξ¯ the match is no longer profitable the separation probability is s = H(ξ).
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shocks are i.i.d., following den Haan et al. (2000), who show that persistence of these shocks
is not necessary to match dynamics of separations. By modelling separation-inducing shocks
as preferences rather than productivity shocks, I deviate from den Haan et al. (2000) and
most of the earlier literature. The problem is that productivity shocks complicate the task of
matching observed productivity fluctuations. With productivity shocks, there is “cleansing”
over the cycles meaning that the primitive shocks are more volatile than those observed.
When they are searching for a job, there is also another shock ψ ∼ F that captures
their love of the new job. At the beginning of the first period of unemployment, the agent
i sees shocks from each occupation he may choose, {ψi,j }Jj=1 , but only experiences ψi,d in
his destination occupation if he successfully finds a job. This preference shock is crucial as
it drives gross flows that are far larger than net flows. Its implication is that workers with
observably similar characteristics, namely the same occupational work history, have different
job finding rates. This is a very similar form to the additive random utility in Boskin (1974)
or Miller (1984).
Agents utility is linear and they enjoy consumption on top of the shocks. To summarize,
worker i who stays matched the entire period will experience flow utility ci + ξi . If that
worker was newly matched in occupation d in that period he experiences ci + ψi,d .

4.2

Unemployment Benefits

Workers who are unemployed receive a flow utility bi . If they are still eligible for benefits,
e = 1, this is a 40% replacement of their former salary.7 With probability δ benefits expire,
e = 0, and then they receive food stamp support, as in Nakajima (2012), at about 17% of
average earnings. This random expiration is similar to Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001)
and saves unemployment duration from becoming a state. I denote δ here as a parameter,
but in reality it actually fluctuates over the cycle (see Mitman and Rabinovich (2015)).
Note that unemployed workers do not enjoy leisure utility, which Hagedorn and Manovskii
7

I give 40% replacement of the average earnings of experienced or inexperienced workers. This is only a
tiny difference in benefit but saves me from adding an entire state.
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(2008) and others have shown plays an important role in matching the volatility of vacancy
postings. This is because those working experience disutility from work and that plays a
similar role in reducing the expected surplus from a match.

4.3

Search and Market Structure

Each (ℓ, d, e) has its own labor search market m ∈ M , where M = {(ℓ, d, e)

:

ℓ ∈

{0, . . . , J}, d ∈ {1, . . . , J}, e ∈ {0, 1}}. This implies that there is a tightness θ for workers with productivity level ωℓ,d and with benefits e. The matching function has constant
returns to scale and the standard conditions on derivatives. The finding rate for workers is
p (θm ) and for firms is q(θm ) = p(θm )/θm , where q ′ < 0 < p′ < ∞. κ is the posting cost.
An individual unemployed worker with prior experience ℓ∗ and eligibility e∗ chooses a
vector {g m }m∈Mℓ∗ ,e∗ as the probability of applying to destination markets m. Mℓ∗,e∗ is the set
of markets for which this worker can apply, Mℓ∗ ,e∗ = {(ℓ, d, e)|ℓ = ℓ∗ , d ∈ {1, . . . , J}, e = e∗ }.
Given the state of the worker, denote the tightness he faces in market m as θm . Hence, his
P
realized match probability is going to be m∈M g m p(θm ).
ℓ̂,ê

Wages are renegotiated each period by generalized Nash bargaining. Hence, they depend

upon the output of the match, zd ωℓd and the preference shocks (ξ, ψ). The firm’s bargaining
weight is µ. This renegotiation ensures that separations are mutual and that no paretoimproving transfer could occur.

4.4

Timing

The timing is such that first all uncertainty is revealed, then matches are made and finally
they produce. This means that there may be unemployment stints lasting less than a single
period which helps match flows in the data to the discrete time model.
The period is divided into stages as follows:
1. Shocks to productivity Z, {zd }
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2. Employed workers become experienced
3. Random utilities are realized
4. Separations occur
5. Workers choose their search direction and matches happen
6. Production and consumption occurs
7. Benefits expire

4.5

Households

I now describe the recursive problem of workers in this economy. For all households, the
state is x, Z and their type. The individual’s type is defined by ℓ, d, e, the experience,
current occupation and benefit eligibility. The value for newly unemployed workers enjoying
benefits is Ub (ℓ, 0, 1, x, Z) and once they choose a search direction is becomes Ub (ℓ, 0, 1, x, Z).
The value function for those with expired benefits is Ub (ℓ, d, 0, x, Z), and Uw (ℓ, d, 1, x, Z)
for employed workers. These composite value functions are slightly more convenient, but
the overall value function, in which I include employment status as an explicit state is
U (k, ℓ, d, 1, x, Z).
The worker’s value function, written from the perspective of stage 1, is then

U (k, ℓ, d, e, x, Z) = Ik=w Uw (ℓ, d, 1, x, Z) + Ik=b Ub (ℓ, 0, e, x, Z).

(4)

Note that, wm , sm , ξ¯m , g m , θm are all functions of the aggregate state (x, Z), but for
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notational convenience I suppress this dependence. The component value functions are:

Uw (ℓ, d, 1, x, Z) = max(1 − τ Iℓ6=d )
ξ̄ ℓd1



1−s

ℓd1



Z

0

w

ℓd1

′

′

(ξ, 0) + ξdH(ξ) + βEU (ℓ, d, 1, x , Z )

ξ̄ ℓd1




+ sℓd1 Ub (0, 0, 1, x, Z) + τ Iℓ6=d Uw (d, d, e, x, Z)
(5)
Z
J
X

m m
ℓd1
′
′
max
w
(0,
ψ
)
+
ψ
+
βE[U
(ℓ,
d
∈
m,
1,
x
,
Z
)]
p(θ
)g
Ub (ℓ, 0, e, x, Z) =
m
m
m
ψ {g }m∈Mℓ,e m∈M
ℓ,e

+

1−

X

p(θm )g m

m

Ub (ℓ, d, e, x, Z) =

Z

!

(b(ℓ, 0, e) + βE[Ub (ℓ, b, e′ , x′ , Z ′ )]) dF ({ψm })

p(θℓde ) wℓde (0, ψm ) + ψm + βE[U (ℓ, d, 1, x′ , Z ′ )]
ψ

(6)




+ 1 − p(θℓde ) (b(ℓ, d, e) + βE[Ub (ℓ, d, e′ , x′ , Z ′ )]) dF ({ψm }).

(7)

Note that if ℓ = d, then τ Iℓ6=d = 0 and

Uw (d, d, 1, x, Z) = max 1 − s
ξ̄ ℓd1

dd1



Z

0

w

dd1

′

′

(ξ, 0) + ξdH(ξ) + βEU (d, d, 1, x , Z )

ξ̄ dd1

+ sdd1 U (d, 0, 1, x, Z).


(8)

All workers take as given equilibrium conditions on θm , wm , which are described in Appendix B. Expectations for the law of motion of X (x) = x′ are consistent with the actual law
of motion. The policy function that determines the search direction g m is a function of the
state at that stage ℓ, 0, 1, x, Z and also the J-dimensional vector of shocks, ψ. Note also that
sm already includes the integration over ξ, that is sm = H(ξ¯m ). For notational convenience
in the definition of equilibrium, it will be helpful to denote the number of applicants in a
labor market am . The definition is just accounting, given in Appendix B.
I truncate the work history after two periods, so that those who lose a job when inexperienced become unattached rather than storing two periods of their work history. This
assumption imbues the model with several mostly innocuous peculiarities, especially with
regard to wage dynamics. Wages in this model change nonmonotonically over a worker’s
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tenure. Wages are higher in the first period of employment than the second and then rise
again upon gaining tenure. This is because the outside option in the worker’s first period
is to stay unemployed but with skills from his own occupation. In subsequent periods, if he
matched in a new occupation the outside option is lower because he will enter unemployment
as an untenured, unskilled worker. He is penalized both by a lower unemployment benefit
and a lower continuation value that reflects lost human capital. To avoid this problem, I
would have to define the problem of workers who are displaced with labor history ℓ, d. When
they then matched with a new occupation, j, I would need to define the value of a worker
with labor history ℓ, d, j. Instead, I assume that human capital from occupation ℓ is lost
upon taking a job type d. This lumps together work histories (ℓ, d, 0) ∀ℓ, d : ℓ 6= d into a
category (0, 0).
Clearly, histories need to be truncated somewhere to keep the problem tractable. I choose
this setup because it gets the problem of unemployed workers correct even if it misses the
problem of currently employed workers. It simplifies the process by which old, unused skills
depreciate by just assuming that it is immediate.

4.6

Firms

The representative multiworker firm produces using many occupations and posts vacancies
in any labor market, {v m }m∈M . With aggregation, these vacancies will determine tightness
in each market, but the individual firm takes tightness, {θm }, and earnings, {wm } as given.
In addition, the firm takes as given the distribution of ψ that will arrive, induced by the
household’s maximizing direction choice. Call F̃ this extreme value distribution. Because
production is linear in workers there is no externality problem associated with changing the
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scale of the firm.
J
X

Π(L, x, Z) = m
max

{v }m∈M

−

XZ
m

ℓ=0,d=1





ωℓd zd L′ℓd − L′ℓd −

X

e∈{0,1}



v ℓde q(θℓde )

Z



0
ξ̄ ℓd

wℓd1 (ξ, 0)dh(ξ)

v m q(θm )wm (0, ψ)df˜(ψ) + κv m + βE[Π(L′ , x′ , Z ′ )]

(9)

ψ

Where the law of motion for the labor force L′ is given by
L′ℓd = (1 − τ )(1 − ŝℓd1 )Lℓd + q(θℓd0 )v ℓd0 + q(θℓd1 )v ℓd1

(10)

L′dd = (1 − ŝdd1 )Ldd + q(θdd1 )v dd1 + q(θdd0 )v dd0

(11)

Here, the ŝ denotes the firms’ expectations over the aggregate separation policies. Of
course, in equilibrium all these expectations will be consistent with aggregate behavior.
I define the equilibrium conditions in the Appendix, Section B.

4.7

Cyclical Dynamics of Finding Rate Heterogeneity

A crucial result of the model is that the dispersion of unemployment duration is countercyclical. To deliver this, there must be a mechanism such that occupation switching takes
longer in recession. In a recession, the occupations that are most cyclically sensitive have
the worst productivity and the workers attached to this occupation are unemployed for an
extended period whether they find a job in their own or other occupations.
Two channels slow the finding rate for recession-affected occupations and slow reallocation
away from them. The first is the same as a standard search and matching model: The surplus
size falls and vacancy postings decline. The second is that occupation switching becomes
more difficult. The reasoning for this is subtle: The total size of the surplus for experienced
workers is larger and hence less elastic with respect to a productivity shock. This logic is
the same as that of Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008), which shows that vacancies are much
more volatile in a market in which the total match surplus is small. The same size shock to
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the flow value of a match has a large effect on the relative size of the surplus and hence a
large effect on vacancy posting.
In the context of my model, this effect means a higher volatility of vacancies in markets
for switchers, in which the value of the match ωℓd zd − ξ + β(E[Uw (·) + Πdd (·)]) is smaller and
hence closer to the flow value of unemployment b + βE[Ub (·)].8 In recessions, few postings
imply that it is more difficult to switch, burnishing the unemployment rate of occupations
that are hit hardest by the recession.

5

Quantitative Strategy

Crucially, workers in the model have some attachment to their prior occupation and there
are aggregate forces that push them away. I match these to the data as precisely and with
as much detail as possible. The former will come from the wage gap between inexperienced
and experienced workers in each occupation and the latter will come from the occupation
specific finding rates.

5.1

Occupation Specific Shocks

To estimate the shock process described by Equations 1-3, we will impute it from fluctuations
in the occupation specific job finding rate. This addresses two potential pitfalls: Worker
composition affects occupation’s productivity and, in models such as this one, observed
volatility in productivity will not deliver realistic volatility in job finding unless I constrain
the movement of wages. Instead, by selecting the productivity process to match the finding
rate process, we are able to match the volatility in job finding at both aggregate- and
occupation-level while still having equilibrium fluctuations in wages.
First, even with an observation on output in an occupation, we could not directly estimate the process for productivity in an occupation because we would also need workers per
8

This statement holds so long as ωℓd < 1. Though we let the data dictate these values, it will prove to
generally be the case.
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occupation and their working history. Even with output within an occupation d and the
P
number of workers there, ℓ L′ℓd , this would be insufficient because a worker’s productivity

depends on his work history as well, because ωℓd < 1 if ℓ 6= d. Thus, the observed productivity per worker in an occupation d is zd

P
′
ℓ ωℓd Lℓd
P
.
′
L
ℓ ℓd

Where we could potentially have output

data we do not have worker composition and where we have workforce composition we do
not have proper output data.
The second reason to use match finding rate fluctuations is to address a common problem
with search models. Search models with flexible wages generally yield insufficient variation
in finding rates for productivity shocks that correspond to those in the data, a finding often
associated with Shimer (2005). Even if we could properly measure output per worker in an
occupation and quality-adjust depending on that worker’s history, we would still have the
problem that search models generally do not deliver much variation in the finding rate. At
the aggregate level, this point is shown very clearly in Shimer (2005). Solutions generally
involve constraints on wages, either as explicitly sticky wages or with a calibration that yields
a very small surplus in which wages may vary as in Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008). Neither
of these are good solutions in this context because wage variation in response to productivity
shocks is necessary. In the model, wages are a signal to workers to chose which occupation
in which to search in this period. And in my empirical strategy, I will use wage variation to
infer the the human capital loss associated with different types of occupation switches.
To back out productivity from finding rates, will still require a numerical solution to the
model, as the model’s implied finding rate incorporates endogenous decisions on where to
search. To see this, we can directly construct the model-implied finding rate in destination
occupation d, which we will call pd , as

pd =

P

aℓde p(θℓde )
P
ℓde
ℓ,e a

ℓ,e

Though θℓde only depends on zd , its expectations and technology parameters, aℓde is a
function of the whole vector of Z. Introducing some notation, let Λ be the set of parameters
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that govern the process for zd , Λ = {ρZ , ρz , {λf,d }Jd=1 , {λZ,d }Jd=1 , Γ, var(ǫ), var(ζ), var(η)}
model
and {pdata
} be the sequence of occupation specific finding rates. The task is to
d,t } and {pd,t
model
choose Λ minimize the distance between the distribution of {pdata
(Λ)}.
d,t } and {pd,t

I will use data from the CPS that was described in Section 3. To choose Λ in the model,
I will find the panel of shocks {zd,t } such that the endogenous finding rates in the model
exactly match the panel of finding rates in the data {pdata
d,t }. I then estimate Λ on this
sequence and solve the model with these governing expectations and repeat the procedure
until convergence. The result is that the process of finding rates in the model exactly matches
the process for finding rates in the data because the panels themselves match observationwise.
In Appendix C I provide estimates for finding rates as well as the counter-parts that
govern the model’s productivity process. The difference between finding rates in model and
data are very small. The total difference over the whole panel of finding rates in the data
and model is 0.28458. This is only an average disparity of 0.004743 per parameter of Λ.

5.2

The Cost of Switching Occupations

The relative productivity of inexperienced workers, {ωℓd }Jℓ=0,d=1 , needs to be estimated to
match the costs of switching occupations. I use indirect inference to estimate ω as a function
of the O*NET skills of the occupation pair. To summarize the method, I quantify occupations’ relation to each other by their skill requirements, as published by the O*NET. Then, I
assume ωℓd is a function of the difference between ℓ and d. This motivates a regression on the
relative wage between (ℓ, d) workers and (d, d) workers and the difference in O*NET skills in
the two occupations. I then match the coefficients of this regression between model-generated
data and observations in the SIPP from 1996-2012.
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5.2.1

O*NET data

The US Department of Labor’s O*NET database collects data on occupations that can
be used to quantify the differences between them. It is the successor to the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, which classified the types of tasks necessary to work in a particular
occupation. The O*NET expands upon this, providing quantitative information on several
aspects of the requirements to work in a particular occupation. For every occupation, each
descriptive element gets a score for its “importance” in that occupation and the “level” at
which it is performed. It collects this data both from surveys and specialized analysts. I use
the final Analyst Database, also titled O*NET 4.0 and released in 2002.
To characterize occupations, I use the “skills” measure because, in my model, workers
are attached to their occupation by human capital learned on the job. O*NET’s skills are
the closest representation to this sort of on-the-job learning. To process this data, I first
combine importance and level scores by a Cobb-Douglas with elasticity 0.5, as in Blinder
(2009). Next, I reduce the 35 skills to three principal components. This is because I will
eventually have to match coefficients on each of these skill dimensions and also because there
is a high correlation across dimensions meaning that some of it can be considered redundant.
The first three components explain about 80% of the variation between all of the O*NET
occupations. I also will have to map the O*NET occupations, which are classified more
finely than my two-digit SOC occupations. I take a simple average over O*NET occupations
within an SOC occupation. Finally, I rescale the measures by replacing the component with
its quantile rank value amongst the occupations. This leaves each occupation with a skill
value between zero and one in three categories.
5.2.2

Survey of Income and Program Participation data

The data on wage histories that I will use comes from the Survey of Income and Program
Participation (SIPP). This survey consists of panels from 1996-2000, 2001-2003, 2004-2007
and 2008-2012. Each starts with a new set of respondents and then follows them for the
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duration of the survey. Data is presented at a monthly frequency though it is collected in four
month intervals and the intervening months are filled by recall. Importantly, it has evidence
on monthly earnings, employment status, occupation and occupational tenure. Occupational
tenure is given as the answer to a retrospective question rather than calculated directly from
the survey because the panels are relatively short.
The dataset is the same as set up in Eubanks and Wiczer (Forthcoming). To clean reporting errors in the earnings data, we take a light touch. In the sample there are about
4.6% whose earnings are less than would be implied working for 10 hours per week at minimum wage. We leave these in the data sample to preserve potentially meaningful variation,
though they can be excluded without significantly affecting the estimates. At the top of
the distribution, we use the top-code adjustment developed by the Center for Economic and
Policy Research (2014). There are fewer than 1% of the sample with earnings that have large
spikes within a month that quickly revert. We drop these observations, which we define as
a monthly change exceeding 200% but which reverts such that the two-month change is less
than 10%.
Before using earnings in the data, I first regress them on sex, age, age squared and
college education. I use residual earnings because all of these complicating factors in wage
determination do not exist in my model, but are quite significant in the data.9 We use
earnings rather than wages because earnings are reported directly in the SIPP by most of
the respondents and then wages are computed by combining hours data, which is often
measured with error.
The SIPP has several advantages compared to other common datasets that might be used
for labor market histories. In particular, it contains many unemployment transitions and
occupation switches, 24,413 with usable data. It also has data on earnings immediately after
arriving in the new occupation instead of other datasets such as the PSID in which I can
only observe earnings annually. With monthly rather than annual data, time aggregation
9

Results from these first stage regressions are available upon request.
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does not obscure the difference in earnings between new and experienced hires.
5.2.3

Estimating occupational skills and productivity

To map O*NET data into the model, I parameterize the productivity gap between experienced and inexperienced workers, which is proportional in logs to the difference in skill
intensity. More precisely, suppose

ωℓd = e

P3

i=1

βi (ki,d −ki,ℓ )+β0

One would expect {βi < 0}, meaning that inexperienced workers will see a a larger wage gap
if their old job is less intensive in a certain skill than the current one.
The form is partly motivated by considering a linear approximation of log earnings of
new hires around the average wage of the experienced worker, w̄dd . Using the bargained
earnings in Equation 22, this yields a convenient linear equation relating {β} to the wage
gap between experienced and inexperienced workers:

log



wℓd
w̄dd



∝

X

βi (ki,d − ki,ℓ ) + β0 − µψd

(12)

i

Again, expect βi < 0 as a larger deficiency in skills from the prior occupations means a larger
value for (ki,d − ki,ℓ ) but also a lower log wℓd relative to the average wage in the occupation.
To use this as my auxiliary model, I regress the experience premium on the skill difference
in both SIPP and model-generated data.
Our theory says that in the model, the constant includes information on market tightness
and the outside option of workers with experience from occupation ℓ. This implies that the
auxiliary model is doubly misspecified. By assumption, the errors are not normal and also
there should be ℓ fixed effects.
For the average wage for experienced workers I need to choose who to count as “experienced.” Consistent with the model, I would take workers whose occupational tenure is
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greater than τ1 . Unfortunately, this data operation now depends on calibrated model values
and the calibration depends on the results I find from this regression. I iterate, first estimating the auxiliary model assuming everyone with any tenure is experienced, then calibrating
for τ and then using this for the expected duration before becoming experienced in the data.
As it turns out, the regressions are almost unaffected by the selection criteria for the experienced workers in constructing w̄dd because most of the experienced workers are not near the
threshold.
As seen in Table 1, the auxiliary model is quite precisely estimated and skill differences
are strong predictors of differences in the wage premium for experience. To interpret these
coefficients is difficult as each dimension is really a composite of skills. However, it is showing
that a beginner suffers a larger wage gap in an occupation using a skill much more intensively
than his old occupation.

Skill 1
Skill 2
Skill 3
Constant

Coefficient
-0.331
-0.294
-0.186
-0.289

T-statistic Model
-6.88
-0.35
-6.20
-0.32
-4.33
-0.19
-23.98
-0.35

Structural
-0.276
-0.557
-0.275
-0.207

Table 1: Auxiliary model for the value of occupational skills on productivity
The indirect inference procedure is fairly successful at minimizing the residual between
data and model coefficients. The binding function maps larger structural coefficients for skill
loss into these regression coefficients, which is again in line with our expectations.

5.3

Calibration of the Economy

I will calibrate the rest of the parameters in the model using data from the CPS and SIPP.
The setup of these was described previously.
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5.3.1

Random utility, matching function and separations

In this paper, I model random deviations in search behavior through Gumbel-distributed
preference shocks. Because these shocks are scaled by the probability of finding a job in
that search direction, which differs across markets, the effective variance is heteroskedastic.
Even with standard distributional assumptions on the shock itself, the worker faces random
utility with a payoff that is endogenous and dependent on model tightness.
The choice is almost like the standard additive random utility model like Boskin (1974)
except that the random component is scaled by p(θℓde ). This means that if the variance
of ψ is σψ2 across all choices d, the effective variance of the shock to return is actually
2
p(θℓde )(1 − µ) σψ2 . As is standard, preference shocks are still Gumbel-distributed but
are now now heteroskedastic. Therefore, the direction policy is chosen according to a heteroskedastic logit, as described in Bhat (1995). Unfortunately, policies for {g ℓde } no longer
have the closed form description they had in the homoskedastic case.
The choice of matching function is nontrivial in this model because shocks may be quite
dispersed across occupations and so some may experience very large realizations. To avoid
realizations with a matching probability of 1, I use the form m(u, v) =

vu
.
(v φ +uφ )1/φ

This is

still homogeneous of degree one but has the property that p(θ) < 1 ∀ θ > 0. The downside,
however, is that this form assumes an elasticity with respect to θ. Generally, φ is chosen
to match the average finding rate and then the level of θ implies an elasticity of p(·) with
respect to θ. This is problematic because for values of θ which are “realistic,” this elasticity
is too high.10 I have both φ0 , φ1 to match both level and elasticity of the job finding rate
with the matching function to

m(u, v) = φ0

(v φ1

uv
,
+ uφ1 )1/φ1

p(θ) = φ0

θ
(1 + θφ1 )1/φ1

(13)

For the distribution of disutility to govern shocks, I use a negative-exponential as the
10

As described in Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008), one can use help wanted listings as a proxy for v and
the entire unemployment pool for u and generally the economy-wide θ is approximately 0.63.
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tail with a mass point at a disutility of zero. Most workers experience no disutility from
work, but some fraction can, if they would stay in the match, experience a large amount of
disutility.
P r[ξ < x] =




 λ0 e λ 1 x


1

if x < 0

(14)

if x = 0

The form ensures that there are always some separations, as it has infinite negative support,
but also there is a cap for a given type. No more than λ0 of any type (ℓ, d) will separate.11
5.3.2

Choosing targets

The parameters then that we have to match are φ0 , φ1 , λ0 , λ1 , τ, and σψ . There are three
other parameters I set exogenously. κ = 0.26 corresponds to the measured posting cost, as
used in Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008). The firms’ share, µ, is not easily observable and
the literature uses a wide range of values. The reasons behind the values used in Shimer
(2005) and Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008) are not applicable here, so I choose a relatively
conservative 0.5 in line with den Haan et al. (2000). The results are not particularly sensitive
to values anywhere between 0.5 and 0.8, though at very high levels other moments of the
data become difficult to match. The unemployment replacement rate is 40% of the prior
working wage, which is approximately average across US states and the same as chosen by
Shimer (2005).
τ , which governs the speed at which workers become experienced, and the wage helps the
model match the average returns to occupational tenure. I use the value from Kambourov
and Manovskii (2009), who estimate the five year return using PSID data and correcting for
the endogeneity of tenure by instrumenting as in Altonji and Shakotko (1987).12
11

This contrasts with many other models of this sort which have a lower bound on the number of separations but no upper limit. The reason for this modelling assumption is two-fold. First, it allows me to
parsimoniously parameterize a distribution that has both level of separations and elasticity with respect
to productivity. Second, the inexperienced workers will have a much higher separation rate, and if it is
unbounded on the top, then negative productivity shocks affect inexperienced workers by too much and few
workers are able to become experienced.
12
Kambourov and Manovskii (2009) use data from 1968-1993, but the results are not much different when
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σψ , the standard deviation of occupation specific preference shocks, determines the rate
of switching occupations when unemployed. For a very low σψ , searchers go to the single
occupation with the largest return and a high σψ increases the spread of g ℓd regardless of
{zd }. As described in Section 5.3.1, the standard deviation of preference shocks, as perceived
by searchers, actually depends on the finding rate in that occupation so σψ just acts as a
baseline.
I choose the average separation rate so that the average unemployment rate is 5.7%, the
average in my CPS sample. For λ1 , I target the standard deviation of separations across
occupations rather than a statistic related to the time-series of the aggregate separation
rate, though either could do. This is to emphasize the role of separations in determining the
distribution of unemployed people.
Table 2 displays the calibration results. In most dimensions, the model is quite capable
of matching the targets. Especially important, parameters of the matching function are
matched quite exactly. Of course, these are just average figures and it is up to the model to
match facts about the distribution of finding and duration.
Target
Model
Change Probability
0.46
Job Finding Rate
0.31
Returns to tenure
0.006
Match Elasticity
0.37
Unemployment Rate 0.064
sd(Separation)
0.01
Posting Cost
0.26
Firms’ share
0.5
Replacement Rate
0.4

Data
0.46
0.33
0.006
0.48
0.057
0.01

Source
SIPP 1996-2012
CPS, 1994-2013
Kambourov and Manovskii (2009) (monthly rate)
Barnichon and Figura (2015)
CPS, 1994-2013
CPS, 1994-2013
Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008)
den Haan et al. (2000)
Shimer (2005)

Table 2: Summary of calibration targets
extended to 2006, although changes in the survey make this later data somewhat more suspect.
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6

Results

The model provides insight into how unemployment duration evolves over the business cycle
and in steady state. My model, with occupation-level heterogeneity, delivers a longer duration overall and more of the rise during the Great Recession than a model with a uniform
finding rate. The model generates countercyclical dispersion of duration and unemployment
rates across occupations. Summarily, this is because with heterogeneous searchers in a downturn some are affected more greatly than others. This fall in their finding rate pulls out the
whole duration distribution. This is akin to the logic in Figures 3 and 1, where the negativesloped finding rate implies duration dynamics that cannot be replicated with homogeneous
finding rates.
So, the logic of my results is thus: the finding rate for some occupations is lower than
others and these workers’ long duration pulls out the distribution of duration enough to
generate levels of long-term unemployment that are closer to the data. As discussed in the
Section 4.7, in a recession, those who are attached to an occupation with a slow finding rate
are doubly in trouble: if they stay, their occupation is not hiring much and if they try to
switch they have an especially slow finding rate because unskilled workers are particularly
unprofitable in a recession. This exacerbates countercyclical dispersion. With this heterogeneity in recession, the workers from affected occupations constitute a greater part of the
tail of the duration distribution.
In this section, to discuss the baseline results I will first present statistics that represent
how duration looks within my model relative to the data, then I study its cross-sectional
dispersion and finally I focus particularly on the Great Recession. In each subsection, I show
data generation by the model in which it is fitting the exact sequence of finding rates from
the data. In the baseline results, I extended unemployment benefits from 6 to 24 months
from June 2008 through the end of my sample. I explore the impact of leaving these fixed
in the final subsection.
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6.1

Unemployment Duration

Unemployment duration was not a target of the calibration or estimation. It is instead
an endogenous outcome given fluctuations in the finding rate and a set of skills that are
imperfectly transferable. To the extent that the model generates unemployment duration
beyond a benchmark implied by a uniform finding rate, which it does, this is a result of these
additional features.
As we have tried to emphasize earlier, realistic levels of unemployment duration require
that workers find jobs at different rates. With a uniform finding rate that matches the
estimate from the average flows out of unemployment, duration and long-term unemployment
will be too low. In Figure 7, I show that the finding rate declines with duration in my model.
This is purely a result of composition: Those left still searching at longer durations have low
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Data, 1995−2013
Model, 1995−2013

0

Relative Finding Rate

1

finding rates in my model.

0

3
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12

Unemployment Duration, months
Figure 7: The change in the finding rate with duration in the data and in the model. Both
model and data are normalized to the level at zero months.
Notice that the model introduces a lot of heterogeneity across individuals in the finding
rate. But Figure 6 suggested that the finding rates were not sufficiently different across
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occupations to generate a long tail on the duration distribution. The difference is that the
model has an additional source of heterogeneity based on the preference shocks, ψ. Not all
workers from the same occupation will search in the same place and crucially, a large fraction
will choose to move occupations. This squares the number of finding rates in the data and
hence introduces much more heterogeneity into the set of types.
Essentially, there are workers from each occupation fanning out into many other occupations. When they do this, they are faced with other occupation-specific shocks and they
are imperfectly transmitting their human capital. The result is that many of these switchers
have very slow finding rates and very long durations.
We see this in Table 3 and Table 4 which analyze the time-series of average duration and
of long-term unemployment in my model, the data and that which is implied by the average
finding rate.

Data
Model
Uniform

Mean
4.85
3.87
3.24

Standard Deviation
1.84
0.98
0.90

Skewness
1.01
0.89
0.93

Table 3: Duration: Summary statistics on the time-series, comparing the data, model output
and that implied by a uniform finding rate.

Data
Model
Uniform

Mean
0.237
0.164
0.112

Standard Deviation
0.113
0.087
0.080

Skewness
0.887
0.840
0.986

Table 4: Long-term unemployment: Summary statistics on the time-series, comparing the
data, model output and that implied by a uniform finding rate.
The average duration in my model is 79.8% of the duration in the data, whereas with
a uniform finding rate it implies only 66.8% of the average duration. The difference is
more stark when focusing directly on the tail of the duration distribution, when looking at
the long-term unemployment. There the uniform finding rate delivers only 47.2% of the
long-term unemployment in the data. On the other hand, my model with occupational
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heterogeneity delivers 69.5%. In both statistics, the uniform finding rate understates the
length of the tail of unemployment duration. Introducing occupation-level heterogeneity
increases it significantly.
Both unemployment duration and the rate of long-term unemployment also vary more in
the data than with a uniform finding rate. Introducing the elements of this model increases
the amount of variation over time. If heterogeneity in finding rates yields the higher mean
duration, that also seems to vary over time. Thus a single uniform finding rate not only misses
on average, it also understates the variation. In this model, counter-cyclical dispersion in
finding rates makes the duration more volatile. Partly this is mechanical, because there is
simply a wider dispersion of shocks that are hitting the economy. However, these shocks are
behaving in a particular way: they generate counter-cyclical dispersion, which is a feature I
explore in the next Section 6.2.
The model, however, seems to understate the peaks in duration and long-term unemployment. We can see this in the fact that its skewness is not as great as the data or even
that which is predicted by a single finding rate. Section 6.3 will discuss the reasons for
this further: essentially separations are too volatile, particularly too high during the Great
Recession which pulls down the unemployment duration at just the time that the very bad
shock is reducing the finding rate.
Figures 8 and 9 plot the time-series data for long-term unemployment and average unemployment duration in the model, data and a benchmark using a uniform finding rate.
The figures generally reconfirm what the summary statistics above showed: the model creates additional unemployment duration beyond that which is predicted by the change in
the average finding rate. Visually, the effect is more prominent as a change in the level of
unemployment duration than a large increase in its cyclicality. As noted, the volatility of
duration does increase but it is actually less skewed than would be predicted by a single
finding rate.
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Figure 8: Mean duration as generated by the model with the data and that implied by a
uniform finding rate for comparison.
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Figure 9: Long-term Unemployment as generated by the model with the data and that
implied by a uniform finding rate for comparison.
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6.2

Counter-Cyclical Dispersion

Turning to the cross-section over the business cycle, I will discuss the strong countercyclical
dispersion in the model. As I have discussed, the literature has pointed out two mechanisms
by which the economy can generate countercyclical variance in outcomes. Rather than the
variance shocks of Lilien (1982), I generalized Abraham and Katz (1986) so that occupations
differ in their cyclical sensitivity. In this framework, the variance in productivity increases
symmetrically for positive and negative aggregate shocks to Z. Cross-occupation dispersion
in unemployment and duration can be countercyclical, however, if the finding rate responds
asymmetrically. This asymmetry is built right into the search and matching model through a
number of mechanisms. The matching friction implies that hiring in an expansion is slower,
while separations can increase instantaneously in response to a negative shock.
Table 5 shows the countercyclical dispersion in log finding rate, unemployment rate and
duration. For each statistic, I take the panel of occupations and compute the cross-sectional
standard deviation and the average in each period using population weights. I then compute
the correlation between these time-series, the level and cross-sectional dispersion in each
period. For reference, I also provide the time-series average of the cross-sectional standard
deviation.
Notice a subtle point here in the definition of finding rate. Though I targeted the finding
rate of destination occupations, this is not the same as the finding rate in the origin occupation. Though the finding rates across destination occupations are the same between model
and data, the finding rates conditioning on prior occupation are expected to be different.
For each series, the dispersion in the model is even more cyclical than in the data. There
is no reason that the adjustment asymmetries in the model correspond precisely to those in
the data. For instance, the elasticity implied by the form of this particular matching function
is higher in slack markets. This increases dispersion’s correlation with average productivity.
Alternatively, some complementarity between occupations’ output would also reduce the
dispersion across occupations. Despite these potential additional considerations, the model
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is very close to the data in the relationship between the dispersion across occupations’ finding
rate and the cycle.

corr(sd(uℓ,t ),ut )
average sd(uℓ,t )
corr(sd(log pℓ,t ),log pt )
average sd(log pℓ,t )
corr(sd(dℓ,t ),dt )
average sd(dℓ,t )

Model
0.97
0.015
-0.865
0.071
0.940
0.539

Data
0.86
0.028
-0.529
0.212
0.862
0.695

Table 5: Business cycle properties of dispersion in the model, pℓ,t is the finding rate of those
coming from occupation ℓ, uℓ,t is the unemployment rate and dℓ,t is the average duration
Indeed, for the model to be reproducing unemployment duration, it must be creating
dispersion in unemployment duration both within and between occupations. On the other
hand, a search model with uniform matching would not have any difference across occupations in any of these statistics nor would they be cyclical. The model delivers dispersion
across occupations, both at the level and its cyclical volatility. Table 5 compares these to the
data and the magnitudes are all realistic. However, the model is also creating the dispersion
within occupations because, conditional on their prior occupation, some workers will choose
to search in different occupation. This additional heterogeneity proves to be quite important
in creating realistic movements of unemployment duration and long-term unemployment.

6.3

The Great Recession

I will now focus on the experience in the Great Recession, in which average unemployment
duration spiked as did long-term unemployment. It rose and then did not begin to fall even
years into the recovery. This was also a time when occupation’s finding rate and duration
diverged, as first presented in Figures 4 and 5. To the model, this is a time when the average
finding rate falls, which implies there must also be a fall in the aggregate productivity Zt and
the increased dispersion in finding rates should imply that idiosyncratic productivity, zd,t also
diverged. As we have seen in Figures 8 and 9, the model generates a rise in unemployment
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duration but not one that is commensurate with that seen in the data.
The crucial aspect to the divergence between unemployment duration in the model and
in the data is the separation rate is higher in the model during this period. The very
large productivity shock that affects the observed finding rate also implies a large increase
in separations among the currently employed. A high separation rate implies a dip in the
unemployment duration, even though the decline in the finding rate would tend to increase
duration.
Table 6 describes the differences between the separation rate in the data and the model.13
Though I did not directly target the average separation rate, by targeting the unemployment
rate and the finding rate I ensured the model’s average would be very close. I also targeted
the cross-sectional dispersion in the separation rate, but not the time-series variation. The
time-series variation is instead determined both by the parameterization of my disutility
function, H(·) and volatility of the productivity shocks, but both of these are determined by
other targets. We see that the variation is an order of magnitude higher in my model than
in the data and this is especially borne out by a very high value during the Great Recession
when productivity was low.

Model
Data

Mean
0.023
0.023

Standard Deviation
0.012
0.002

Average 2008-2010
0.0339
0.0231

Table 6: Statistics of the separation rate in the model and data.
This said about the separation rate, the model does capture a good deal of the rise in
unemployment duration in the Great Recession and the countercyclical rise in dispersion
across occupation. Table 7 compares the rise in unemployment duration between the data
and that predicted by the model. The model predicts 72.9% of the long-term unemployment
in the data, whereas if we only used the fall in the finding rate to imply a distribution
of unemployment duration, we would only see 57.8% of the long-term unemployment. A
13

This is the separation rate correcting for time aggregation using the method described in Elsby et al.
(2009).
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similar statement can be said about average duration. If we use a uniform finding rate to
imply a mean duration in the pool of unemployment, it is only 4.06 months, or 69.2% of
the true duration in the Great Recession. The model, on the other hand predicts average
unemployment duration that is 78.2% of the mean duration observed in the data.
Long-term Unemployment, Model
Long-term Unemployment, Uniform
Long-term Unemployment, Data
Mean Duration, Model
Mean Duration, Uniform
Mean Duration, Data

0.234
0.186
0.321
4.59
4.06
5.87

Table 7: 2008-2010: Long-term unemployment and duration in the model and data.
In the model, the rise in unemployment duration is considerably beyond that which would
be predicted by a uniform finding rate because of the composition effect, which creates a
negative correlation between finding rate and duration as we have seen throughout. Figure
10 plots the finding rate as a function of unemployment duration. In the Great Recession
the finding rate shifts down at all durations in both model and data. Though model does
not replicate the exact shape of duration dependence in the data, the heterogeneity implied by occupational skills does create a significant downward slope in the finding rate.
This downward slope is present in the 2008-2010 subperiod and allows the model to deliver
unemployment duration more similar to that in the data.
Table 8 looks at the cross-occupation dispersion in the model relative to the data during
the Great Recession. The model picks up only about half of the standard deviation of the
finding rate during the Great Recession. However, it matches about 80% of the standard
deviation across occupation of the duration.
Just as the discrepancy between the separation rate in the model and data contributes to
the model’s inability to match the large rise in unemployment duration, the lack of dispersion
in finding rates in this period is also a major factor. In the model, the standard deviation in
this period is higher than its average by about 2.9 percentage points. However, the model
was never capturing sufficiently the dispersion in the finding rates across occupations. On
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Figure 10: The change in the finding rate with duration, comparing the 2008-2010 period
with the rest of the sample. Normalized to the level at zero months during 1995-2013
excluding 2008-2013.
average during the 1995-2013 sample the model’s standard deviation was only 33% of that
in the data. The rise in dispersion was actually larger in the model than the data, where it
only rises by 1.2 percentage points over its sample mean.
Std Dev Duration, Model
Std Dev Duration, Data
Std Dev log(finding), Model
Std Dev log(finding), Data

0.691
0.861
0.100
0.224

Table 8: 2008-2010: Cross-occupation standard deviation of unemployment duration and log
finding rate in the model and data.

6.4

Unemployment extensions

Within the model, we can perform a policy experiment by leaving set the unemployment
benefits. Within this model, unemployment benefits play an important part in unemployment duration because when they expire, they reduce the outside option of the worker and
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make his finding rate higher. By extending the benefits, these workers find jobs more slowly.
The effect of the policy is especially strong during a recession because more workers are at
long-durations when their benefits would have expired and their finding rate would have
risen.
To perform this policy experiment, I keep all parameters fixed, which were estimated under the policy with extended benefits as actually happened. However, a new actual sequence
of productivity shocks will be implied to fit the data on finding rates that were observed.
This way, I maintain the feature that the average finding rate is still the same between model
and data and isolate the effect on heterogeneity driving unemployment duration. Just as
workers did not anticipate the extension of unemployment benefits, this experiment does not
affect their beliefs either.
I find that without the extension of unemployment benefits, the average duration of
unemployment is 0.31 months shorter during 2008-2010. The longer-term unemployment
rate is also 2.29 percentage points lower. I plot the series in Figures 11 and 12. Though
the period from 2008-2010 does show a difference between the two policies, it is clear in the
figures that the larger differences appear in subsequent years.
There is, however, an important channel we are probably missing, which is that workers
whose unemployment benefits expire might optimally choose to change their search strategy.
In my framework, workers set their search direction at the beginning of the period and then
stay.
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Figure 12: The rate of long-term unemployment comparing the results without unemployment benefit extensions with the data and the baseline model
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7

Conclusion

The unprecedented rise in unemployment duration during the Great Recession has focused
attention onto its causes. One often cited explanation blames a mismatch between skills in
demand and those in supply from the unemployed. In this line of thinking, the long-term
unemployed are composed of workers with skills in particularly low demand. But, standard
theory is ill-suited to quantitatively evaluate this explanation. One needs heterogeneity
amongst the unemployed and, more importantly, this heterogeneity must be along workers’
skills.
This paper introduces a model with workers who differ in their occupation-specific skills.
With discipline from data on the wage premium to occupational experience and the occupationspecific finding rate, it quantified the link between skills, business-cycle fluctuations and
unemployment duration. In the model, workers faced a crucial choice of whether to search
within their own occupation or try to switch while firms chose whether to post a vacancy
for an experienced or inexperienced worker. For workers from hard-hit occupations, their
search was particularly slow because their own occupation was unlikely to hire and switching
always implies a longer unemployment duration.
I began with a data exercise showing that to understand the level and cyclical variation
of unemployment duration, one must allow for differences across the unemployed in their
job finding rates are required for. In any model in which the job finding rate is the same
for all workers, the implied duration will be lower and less volatile than in the data. Prior
occupation is a useful margin along which to divide searchers. The unemployment rate
and average unemployment duration vary substantially across occupations and their dispersion increases during recession. Moreover, other studies have suggested that occupational
skills are quite important based on individual earnings dynamics. However, conditioning on
prior occupation alone it does not provide enough heterogeneity to replicate unemployment
duration series.
The model augmented a standard Mortensen-Pissarides model with occupation specific
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skills and shocks. This meant that unemployed workers directed their search, balancing the
wage upon matching and their probability of finding that job. Because workers might choose
to search in relatively low-finding rate occupations, they might significantly increase their
unemployment duration. Generally, this model delivered realistic business cycle fluctuations
in unemployment duration and its countercyclical dispersion across occupations. In particular, the model’s incidence of long-term unemployment was much closer to the data than
a uniform finding rate would predict. Finally, I applied the model to the Great Recession.
The model captured a great deal of the duration, about 80%, and also about 80% of the
cross-occupation dispersion in duration.
In the future, the model can be applied to a number of policy experiments. It is a good
laboratory to study the effects of targeted interventions. Much of government spending
affects certain occupations much more than others, such as building projects that affect
construction workers. In this model, unlike models without a notion of occupations, I can
assess the affect of such asymmetric intervention on long-term unemployment. Particularly,
one could assess a plan like the Obama administration’s “Bridge to Work” policy, that
encouraged employers to hire and train long-term unemployed. This policy allowed employers
can hire and train long-term unemployed workers without paying them. While this would
encourage vacancies to be posted for such workers, workers might not want to apply for
such jobs, which is an effect my directed search model incorporate. Its mechanism can help
disentangle these effects and assess the policy’s effects.
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A

Occupations
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11

Management Occupations

13

Business and Financial Operations Occupations

16

Combines: Computer and Mathematical Occupations (15),
Architecture and Engineering (17) and Life, Physical, and Social Science (19)

22

Combines: Community and Social Services Occupations (21) and Legal Occupations (23)

25

Education, Training, and Library Occupations

27

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Occupations

29

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations

31

Healthcare Support Occupations

33

Protective Service Occupations

35

Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations

37

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance Occupations

39

Personal Care and Service Occupations

41

Sales and Related Occupations

43

Office and Administrative Support Occupations

46

Combines: 45 Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations (45) and
Construction and Extraction Occupations (47)

49

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Occupations

51

Production Occupations

53

Transportation and Material Moving Occupations

55

Omitted : Military Specific Occupations

B

Equilibrium

To define equilibrium, I give conditions for tightness and wages, which play the role of prices,
and the laws of motion for workers of various types. A recursive competitive equilibrium is
• A set of functionals
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2

– U : {w, b} × {0, J}2 × {0, 1} × [0, 1]2(J+1) × R4 → R+
2

– Π : [0, 1]J(J+1) × [0, 1]2(J+1) × R4 → R+ ,
• Policy functions:
2J(J+2)

– {g m }m=0
– {ξ¯m }m=0

J(J+2)

2

where g m : RJ+ × {0, J}2 × {0, 1} × [0, 1]2(J+1) × R4 → [0, 1]

2
where ξ¯m : {0, J}2 × {0, 1} × [0, 1]2(J+1) × R4 → R−

2J(J+2)

– {v m }m=0

(2J(J+2)

• Wages, {wm }m=0

2

where v m : [0, 1]J(J+1) × [0, 1]2(J+1) × R4 → R+
2

, where wm : R− × R+ × [0, 1]2(J+1) × R4 → [0, 1]
2J(J+2)

• Market tightness, {θm }m=0

2

, where θm : [0, 1]2(J+1) × R4 → [0, 1]

Though not primary equilibrium objects, it will ease notation to first define the aggregate
number of applicants, am , in each market m = ℓ, d, e



P

m
ℓℓ1

x
)
ℓ > 0, e = 1
ḡ
x
+
s̄
(x
+
τ

ℓd1
ℓℓ1
j6=ℓ jℓ1




P P
am =
ḡ m x0d1 + (1 − τ ) Jj=0 k6=j s̄jk1 xjk1 ℓ = 0, e = 1




 ḡ m (xℓd0 )
e=0

Here ḡ m and s̄m are both evaluated at the average (defined below). Distinguishing these
from the agent-level counterparts matters a great deal for ḡ m because while the linearity
implies that in equilibrium g m ∈ {0, 1} but averaging over, ḡ m ∈ [0, 1]
• Tightness in market m = (ℓ, d, e) satisfies θm =

vm
am

• Expectations X (x) are consistent with aggregate laws of motion, where policies ḡ ℓd are
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evaluated at the aggregate, ḡ m (·) =

R

J
X

x′dd1 =(1 − s̄dd1 ) xdd1 + τ

ψi

g m (ψi ; x, Z)dF (ψ)

xℓd1

ℓ=0,ℓ6=d

!

+ p(θdd1 )aadd1 + p(θdd0 )aadd0

(15)

x′ℓd1 =(1 − s̄dd1 )(1 − τ )xℓd1 + p(θℓd1 )aℓd1 + p(θℓd0 )aℓd0
!
!!
X
X
x′ℓ01 = 1 −
ḡ ℓd1 p(θℓd1 )
(1 − δ)xℓ01 + s̄ℓℓ1 xℓℓ1 + τ
xjl1
d

x′001 = 1 −

(17)

j6=l

X

ḡ 0d1 p(θ0d1 )

d

x′ℓ00 = 1 −

(16)

X

!

(1 − δ)x001 + (1 − τ )

s̄ℓd1 xℓd1

d=1 l=0,l6=d

!

ḡ ℓd0 p(θℓd0 ) xℓ00 + δ 1 −

d

J
J
X
X

X

!

!

ḡ ℓd1 p(θℓd1 ) xℓ01

d

(18)
(19)

• The firm is representative, so Lℓd = xℓd1
A few endogenous variables are pinned down in equilibrium:
• There is free entry, so tightness satisfies:

κ = q(θ

ℓde



) ωℓd zd −

Z

w

ℓde

(0, ψ)df˜(ψ) +

ψ

βEΠℓd ({x′kj1 }k,j , x′ , Z ′ )



(20)

Where Πℓd is the derivative with respect to Lℓd
• Separations are mutual and the cutoff satisfies


 Uw (l, 0, 1, x, Z) ℓ = d
ℓd1
′
′
′
′
′
¯
ωℓd zd + ξ + βE[Uw (ℓ, d, 1, x , Z ) + Πℓd ({xkj1 }k,j , x , Z )] =

 Ub (0, 0, 1, x, Z) ℓ =
6 d

(21)

• Wages wℓde (ξ, ψ) are set by bargaining, where firms’ weight is µ.
wℓde (ξ, ψ) = (1 − µ) ωℓd zd + βEΠℓd ({x′kj1 }k,j , x′ , Z ′ )
′

′



(22)
′

′

− µ (ξ + ψ − b + βEUw (ℓ, d, 1, x , Z ) − βEUb (ℓ, 0, e, x , Z ))
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Note that wages depend on the entire distribution of shocks, because the worker’s outside
option allows him to move around. This has the effect of (i) compressing wages across
occupation types for inexperienced workers who will readily switch and also (ii) raising
wages compared with their more experienced counterparts except in the most productive
occupation in the economy.

C

Estimates of the stochastic process
Γ, data finding rate
0.0191
-0.128
-0.0055
0.004

Γ, model productivity
0.429
-0.028
-0.106
0.181

Table 9: Γ for the finding rate process in the data and the productivity process in the model.
These govern the persistence of the unobserved factors

Occupation
11
13
16
22
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43
46
49
51
53

λ1 , λ2 , λZ , data finding rate
-0.326 0.073
0.857
-0.174 0.224
0.914
-0.186 0.407
0.844
0.686 0.378
0.921
0.384 0.286
1.088
-0.190 0.602
1.039
0.274 0.180
1.031
0.374 -0.152
0.863
0.231 0.803
0.987
0.115 0.042
1.044
0.258 0.108
0.699
-0.058 -0.320
0.874
0.018 -0.123
0.963
-0.129 -0.092
1.013
0.241 -0.081
1.042
0.018 -0.193
0.995
-0.174 -0.055
0.914
-0.210 0.016
1.004

λ1 , λ2 , λZ , model productivity
-0.650 -1.468
0.354
2.268 3.168
0.791
4.941 -5.060
0.147
-3.069 -1.303
0.398
-2.107 -2.860
0.449
-0.695 -1.575
0.379
-0.688 -2.011
0.434
-1.770 -0.378
0.396
-0.752 0.219
0.338
-1.736 -1.606
0.512
-1.053 -1.205
0.351
-1.769 -1.712
0.425
-1.375 -1.754
0.518
-1.291 -1.836
0.531
-1.711 -1.962
0.625
-1.819 -4.106
0.690
-1.417 -2.656
0.601
-1.332 -1.508
0.490

Table 10: Λ for the finding rate process in the data and the shock process in the model. The
first two Λ columns correspond to the loadings on unobserved factors and the third is the
loading on the aggregate finding rate/productivity
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ρz
ρZ
σǫ

data finding rate model productivity
0.049
0.170
0.890
0.652
0.031
0.309

Table 11: Parameters of the process for the finding rate in the data and the productivity
shock process in the model.

D

Computation

D.1

Solving the model

In this section I briefly describe the computational methods and considerations to solve the
model itself. There are two crucial insights to ease computational burden: 1) without risk
aversion, most of the model is linear and 2) the distribution of workers across occupations is
not a payoff-relevant state variable for the households or firms. The difficulty is still that all
of the shocks, {Z, {zj }, f }, are required for every problem. Discretization would be infeasible
because even with only 2 values per shock, that would mean that have a total of 2Nd +Nf +1
values, where Nd are the number of occupations, Nf the number of unobservable factors and
there is one more for the average productivity shock, Z.
Hence, I use a hybrid-approach: a second-order perturbation to approximate the expectations for the value functions and then the actual non-linear decision rules using these approximations. The technique for second-order approximation is described in Lombardo and
Sutherland (2007) and the hybrid method is described in Maliar et al. (2011). In the baseline
model, I take as dynamic states the total value of the match, that is Uw (ℓ, d, 1, ·) + Πℓd (·) and
the value of the unemployed worker Ub (ℓ, 0, e, ·). To solve for these approximations, I also
need to approximate the policy functions. Once the value functions have been perturbed
around their steady state, to perform simulations I need only have the expectation of these
values. I take expectations from the approximated versions of Uw (ℓ, d, 1, ·) + Πℓd and Uw and
then evaluate the true non-linear decision rules for the simulations.
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D.2

Estimation and calibration

There are six parameters to calibrate, ψ0 , ψ1 , λ0 , λ1 , var(φ), τ . To estimate, I have to consider the vector of parameters governing {ωℓd }, {βi } and the parameters of the productivity
process, ρZ , σǫ , {λ1,j , λ2,j , λZ,j }Jj=1 , ρz , σζ , Γ, cov(η).
I take a three-layer approach to the estimation, using stochastic multi-starts and derivativefree minimizers for the calibration parameters and estimating {βi }. For each set of these
parameters, I use an iterative approach to find coefficients of the productivity process. This
separation is convenient because there are so many parameters of the productivity process
and it would be onerous to estimate the entire Jacobian and the Hessian, which has few
exploitable sparsity patterns.
The stochastic multi-start technique is fairly standard. I use a modified version of the
multi-stage single-linkage method in which I make a few heuristic adjustments to the prescribed rules for stopping and cluster-size choices. The inner solvers alternate between a
Nelder-Meade implementation with a new derivative-free non-linear least-squares method,
as described in Zhang et al. (2010).14
For the inner-most estimation, the crucial observation is that I can directly estimate the
factor process for finding rate and that provides a useful first guess for the actual underlying
productivity process. Call this Z̃ data . I use this process as a first guess and repeatedly
simulate the model and solve for the productivity that replicates the finding rate. I describe
the iterative procedure below:
1. From finding rate data, estimate the monthly process Z̃ data
2. Draw M realized histories from Z̃ data
3. Solve and simulate the model around process Z̃ data with realized history m.
1
4. Solve for {zd,t
} by inverting {θℓde }.
14

Zhang graciously provided his Fortran code, which interfaced with my C code.
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5. Estimate Z 1
6. Solve and simulate the model around Z̃ 1
7. Return to Step 4 until the likelihood converges
8. Store these coefficients and return to Step 3
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